Thorns RTC 2011-12 Pools

Portland West 2011-12 Pool
RTC Director: Shane Bangs: sbangs55@gmail.com
Dylan Daniels
Vivian Harra
Sicily Lucia
Emilia Massimino
Lia Peng-Field
Arianna Planey
Alexane Reiber
Emma Spiering
Elsa Tolman-Foote
Harper Weaks
Addison Wilder
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Portland East 2010-11 Pool
RTC Director: Wayne Hodges: wahodges72@gmail.com
Boyer, Ashley
Camp, Shalifa
Chou, Natalie
Devine, Hailey
Fisher, Ainsley
Helmer, Aaliyah
Hoesly, Emily
Hof, Matilda
Hopp, Leighton
Horback, Amala
Isaacman, Willow
Kiesel, Ava
MacDonald, Piper
McShane, Grace
Melville, Kay
Mitchem, Caroline
Naulty, Sophie
Pea, Kinsey
Phelan, Evie
Pontefract, Hazel
Rogers, Agnes
Sdrulla, Claire
Slaughter, Zophia
Slaughter, Jozephine
Whittington, Delling
Wyant, Delaney
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Portland North 2011-12 Pool
RTC Director: Jose Campos: jlcamposbernal@gmail.com
Buerkle, Loretta
Cazes, Mia
Chung, Celine
Dripps, Sienna
Fitch, Reese
Hull, Lyla
Jarneski, Hokulani
Lim, You
Schmidt, Molly
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Portland South 2011-12 Pool
RTC Director: Nikia Evans: nikiacatricevans@gmail.com
TBA
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Salem 2011-12 Pool
RTC Director: Maryn Beutler: marynbeutler8@gmail.com
TBA
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**Eugene/Corvallis 2011-12 Pool**

RTC Director: Simon Date: [britintheus@mac.com](mailto:britintheus@mac.com)
TBA
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**Bend 2011-12 Pool**

**RTC Director: Emily Williams:** [emily@bendfctimbers.com](mailto:emily@bendfctimbers.com)

Zoe Arathoon
Lucia Duarte
Caitlin Hoover
Cinder McMahon
Aspen Rex
Nora Smith
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Southern Oregon 2011-12 Pool
RTC Director: TBA
TBA
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